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3. Further structures 

This third chapter is an extension of the previous two chapters. In the first 
place, the periphrastic conjugation of verbs is analysed. The formalization of this 
part of the grammar is essential for any system aimming at parsing common sen
tences of Basque, as in this language most verbs are conjugated periphrastically. 
From this point of view, it will be shown that anLFG· approach presents an 
obvious advantage~ that of its simplicity. Finally, in the second part of the 
chapter, an attempt at sketching an LFG version of facts related with the focus 
position which was dehated in the prior chapter is presented. 

3.1. Auxiliary Verbs 

This section outlines an analysis of Basque auxiliary verbs within 
the LFG framework. First, a few comments from Wilbur and Rebuschi 
are offered, seeking to display the complexity that a formalization of 
the periphrastic conjugation of' verbs in Basque might lead to. The 
status of these auxiliary verbs, on the other hand, is rather transpa
rent, asjs revealed by the exposition below, taken from Trask. The 
approach u~ed here to these auxiliaries is baSically the same as that of 
Falk's for do. inEIlglish (Falk, 1983: 504) .. 

Wilbur (1979: 30) refers to yerb complex (Ve) as a category which 
simplifies the description of the behaviour of the Basque verb. He 
commen,ts that «the greater number of verbs are composed minimally 
of two dements: a non finite form of the lexical verb, plus an auxiliary, 
or finite form, that incorporates pronominal indications of ergative, 
absolutive and dative noun phrases». Rebuschi (1983: 39) likes the 
term 'verb complex' because it is useful for practical and descriptive 
purposes: «For the moment, let us note that the main verb and the 
finite auxiliary form a block, called 'verb complex'», although, he admits, 
«I am not sure whether it can have theoretical status». Rebuschi adopts, 
with a few modifications, Goenaga's (1980) formalization for a verb 
complex rule, as in (1): 

[ASJU, XXI-2, 565-597] 
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(1) vc ~ v + AUX 
AUX ~ (ASP)INFL 
ASP ~ Perfective 

Imperfective 
Prospective 

JOSEBA ABAITUA 

Rules in (1) are glossed by Rebuschi as follows: «AUX = auxiliary; 
ASP = aspect; INFL = inflection: tense and person makers. Synthe
tic forms are obtained when ASP is not selected; i,e. when no affix sepa
rates V, the main verb here, from INFL it can he directly conjugated. 
But if ASP is selected, INFL cannot be attached to it, as an auxiliary 
has to be introduced as a tense (etc.) carrier (it is a form of 'be' if there 
is no argument in the ergative case,' and.a form of 'have' otherwise, i.e. 
the selection of either auxiliary v. that of the other has nothing to do 
with aspect, contrary to the situation in English, c.p. have (+ EN) artcl 
be (+ING)>>. . 

The general question of how auxiliaries can be ideritified has been 
adressed by Steele (1978), Akmajian, Steele and Wasow (1979), and 
Steele et al (1981). They propose that auxiliaries can be identified by 
the follOwing criterion: 

i) Auxiliaries typically cover a certain semantic range, includ
ing the expression of tense, aspectual and mood distinction, as 
well as the modal notions of necessity, obligation, permission, 
ability, and others. 

Moreover, auxiliaries generally observe the fo1l9wing properties: 
ii) Auxiliaries frequently carry marks of 'subject (and possi

bly object) agreement in preference to main verbs. 
iii) Auxiliaries often bear reduced stress, and may become 

clitized. 
iv) Auxiliaries' typically. occupy. a fixed> position. in the 

sentence. 

Following Trask (1984: 214-219), we' can state tha,t these four ch;:t
racteristics clearly identify the class of ~tems trad~tionally known in 
Basque as al.lxiliary verbs. These are the various forms of han (whose 
commonest form is da'is'), which,apartfrom its auxiliary uses, also 
functions as the ordinary copular verb 'to be'; and the various forms 
of the (hypothetical) verb *edun (whose commonest forril is du 'has'), 
which also functions as the ordinary verb 'to have', with its suppletive 
citation forms ukan and izan. these two verbs, when used as auxiliaries~ 
exhibit. all the properties i) to iv): . 

"-< .-•• ""',r....--.s,1i~-p"'lV· .. ~-~c·fR . ---'-"-'---"{'!"ilI"-"-;-" ~~ --_.'--..-, -

i) . Semantics:· They mark a preterite/non-preterite tense 
distinction, as well as several mood contrasts: indicative/sub
junctive/potential! contingent. They do not mark, however, aspec
tual contrasts, as these depend on the participial (or infinitival) 
choice of the non-finite form of the verb. 
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ii)Agreement: They are, when present, the sole _hearers of 
subject and object agreement. 

iii) Phonological reduction: For -the non-standard dialects 
of Basque, the auxiliaries undergo a variety of phonological re
ductions; which vary from dialect to dialect. 

iv) Position: In affirmative sentences, the auxiliaries must 
immediately follow the main verb, and in negative sentences they 

'- must . immediately follow the negative particle. 

-This is to say that for a common verb in Basque which is, like 
ekarri dio' 'he has' brought it to im', conjugated periphrastically, the 
information about tense, mood and aspect is shared by both elements, 
the non-finite verb ekarri, and the auxillarydio. 

The non-finite verb bears aspect marks which. differ depending 
on which of' the following alternative partici:r>ial forms is selected: 

(2) a. present participle .. or -imperfective:' 
ekartzen, (t PERF) = -

b. past participle or perfective: 
ekarri,(t _PERF) = +. 

c. future. participle or _ prospective: 
ekarriko, (t FUT) = +. 

These features will combine with tense marks introduced by the 
auxiliaries: 

(3) a. present: .. dio, (t PRET) = -, 
b. pre,terit: zipn, (t PRET) = +. 

Which will yield the eventual 'tense' for a sentence, as follows: 

(4) [(PERF) = -, (FRET) = - j . ~. PRESENT 
[ (PERF) = -, (PRET) = "+ f ~ IMPERFECT 
[ (PERF) = +, (PRET) = --) ~ PERFECT 
[ (PERF) = +, (PRET) = +] ...". PRETERIT 
[(FUT) == +, (PRET) = -] ~ -FUTURE 
[(FUT) = +, (PRET) = + J ~ HYPOTHETICAL 

which are all the six common tenses~escribed in most of the gram
mars for Basque. 

Auxiliaries also - mark several mood contrasts, so their various 
lexical entries could be annotated with features such as: 

(5) a. indicative: dia, (t IND) == ,:.. 
b. SUbjunctive: diezaian,' ( t SBJUN) = +. 
c. potential: diezaioke, (t POT) = +. 

Subjunctive and. potential auxiliaries do not combine with par
ticipial non-finite verbs (Le. (2) a. to c.), but with infinitives, like, 
ekar, ,(t INFIN) = +. There should be, therefore, constraining equa
tions on the non-finite,verbs, such as (t IND) = a+in all the participial 
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forms,' and (t IND) = c-in the infinitives; and similarly, subjunctive 
and potential auxiliaries could be annotated with constraining equations, 
such as (t INFIN) = c+, to ensure that only the rigth combination of 
non-finite verbs and auxiliaries will take place, that is, indicative auxi
liaries with participial forms, and subjunctive or potential auxiliaries 
with infinitives. 

Unlike -tense, aspect and mood, lexical semantic information is 
not shared by these two elements. In the periphrastic conjugation of 
verbs in Basque, the lexical semantic value of the verb, together with 
its predicate argument structure, is introduced solely by the non-finite 
form: . 

(6) ekarri: V, (t PRED) = 'bring < (SUBJ) (OBJ) (OBJ2»' 

Auxiliaries, on the other hand, have no (t PRED) feature, that 
is, they define no clause nucleus, but they have a feature (t AUX) for 
which the values 'du' or 'da' can be given. 

(7) dio: AUX, (t AUX) ;::::: 'du'. 

Besides tense and mood, the predicate argument structure of the 
lexical form of the verb determines for the most part the choice of 
the auxiliary. (Other relations within the sentence are also influential, 
i.e. number and -person agreement between finite form and nominal 
arguments, see below). The choice of the auxiliary is determined by 
the non-finite lexical form according to_ the arguments it, subcatego
rizes for, i.e. according to whether (SUBJ) , (OBJ) , or OBJ2) are in the 
verb's lexical form, as we know that in Basque verbs agree not only 
with, their subject, but also with their direct object (if any), or second 
object (if any). All verbs that have (OBJ) , or (SCOMP), in their lexical 
form (wich implies the subject to be marked with the ERG case), 
require the auxiliary to be the transitive 'du'. Otherwise the required 
auxiliary is the intransitive 'da' (and the subject is marked with the 
ABS case) 1. So,there should be a redundancy rule such as (8): 

(8) «If a verb's lexical form contains (t SUBJ CASE) = ERG l 

then add (t AUX) = 'du'; else, add (t AUX) = 'da'». 

Similarly, whenever (OBJ2) is present in a verb's lexical form, 
both 'du' and 'da' inflect in agreement with this argument marked 
dative. (See examples (9) a. and (9) e.). 

Moreover, auxiliaries are sensitive to number and person of the 
arguments they agree with, as shown by the·following examples: 

(1) There' are some exceptions to this general fact. Certain exceptional Basque verbs' require 
the. auxiliary to be. the transitive 'du' even though they can take no (OBJ). These verbs are called 
_deponenb by Lafitte (1944: 189), and Trask (1981, 1984: 84-87) has reviewed them, making important 
considerations. Following Trask, we will treat these verbs as exceptions. In·- consequence, auxi
liaries combined with these verbs will not be matched by general redundacy rules, such as .if a 
verb's .lexical entry contains (OBJ): then add, (t SUBJ CASE) = ERG, and (t OBJ CASE) = ABS», 
but by an equation introduced by their lexical entry, merely (t 'SUBJ CASE) = ERG. 
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(9) a. diZkizugu [(SUBJ,PL;I), (OBJ,PL,3), (OBJ2,SING,2)] 
b. zaitugu [(SUBJ,PL,l), (OBJ,PL,2)] 
c. ditugu· [(SUBJ,PL,l), (OBJ,PL,3)] 
d. gara [(SUBJ,PL,l)] 
e. gatzaizu [(SUBJ,PL,l) (OBJ2,SiNG,2)] 

When all three main arguments appear in the verb's lexical form, 
as in (9 a.), the (OBJ) argument can only stand for third person objects, 
this being the only restriction in· the c conjugation. As example (9 b.) 
shows, such a restriction is not imposed when (OBJ2) is not present. 
Moreover, neither (SUBJ), nor (OBJ2) ever und.ergo this restriction. 
So, if we had the auxiliary tdiikiguzue', the information available in 
its lexical entry would be as complete as follows (6): 

(10) dizkiguzue: AUX, (t AUX) = du, (t PRET) = -, 
(tIND) = +, (tINFIN) = C-, 

( t SUBJ CASE) = c ERG, (t SUBJ NUM) = PL, 
( t SUBJ PERS) = 2, 
( t OBJ CASE) = cABS, (t OBJ NUM) = PL, 
( t OBJ PERS) 3, 
( t OBJ2 CASE) = c DAT, (t OBJ2 NUM) =PL, 
( t OBJ2 PERS) = 1. 

The equations for case are constraining equations, since the infor
mation about cases is not introduced by the auxiliary, but by means of 
redundancy rules on the node of the lexical form (and are subject to 
alterations). The redundancy rule proposed in section (2.3) was as 
follows: 

(11) «If a verb's lexical form contains (OBJ), then add (t SUBJ 
CASE) = ERG, and (t OBJ CASE) = ABS, else add (t SUBJ CASE) 
= ABS. Whenever it contains (OBJ2), add (t OBJ2 CASE) = DAT». 
(See section 2.3.). 

AUX is regarded as a minor category, i.e. a category with no pro
jection (according to X-bar theory), but which like V, head of the VP 
category, carries the t = .!. equation (as in PSRs (14», and hence trans
mits the functional information encoded in the lexical item that it domi
nates (e.g. (10». 

For standard Basque, which is the variety we are most concerned 
with, the formalization of the auxiliary has recently been achieved by 
the Basque Academy of Language, Euskaltzaindia (1973). Almost three 
thousand forms are brought together there, and is our claim that all 
of them could easily be represented following the. patterns described in 
this section. Is obvious, however, that in further research the morpho
logical component of the theory should also be able to deal with auxi
liaries, as the conjugation of auxiliary verbs in Basque obeys quite a 
regular pattern. 

Thus, for a sentence like (12): 
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(12) Apurtu dizkiguzue lehioak 
Break Aux-you-'us~it windows-ABS 
'You have broken us the windows' 

With the following entries: 

. - JOSEBA- ABAITUA 

(13) apurtu : V, (t PRED) = 'break (SUBJ) (OBJ) (OBJ2) " 
( t PERF) = +, (t IND) = c +. (tINFIN) ==-. 

lehioak :" N, (t PRED) = 'window', (t CASE) =ABS, 
( t NUM) = PL, (t PERS) = 3. 

And the PSRs a sin (14): 
. (14) . s~ xp* VP xp* 

t=.t. 
VP ~ (XP) V AUX 

t =.t. t =.t. 
The instantiation of both (13) and (14) ,would yield the following 

c- and f-structures (15) and (16): 

(15) 

(16) 

·s 

i=~OBJ)=.!-
VP ( t CASE) = ABS 

... ~ NP' 

t=1. i=1. 
V - AUX 

I. '..1 . 
apurtu dlzklguzue lehioak 

SUBJ 

OBJ 

OH.l2 

AUX 
PRET 
PERF 
JND 
INFIN 
TENSE 
PRED 

U"'E 
NUM 
PERS 
PRED 

~ASE NUM 
PERS 
PRED 

~ASE NUM· 
. PERS 

I'RED 

DU 

+ 
+ 
+ 
PERFECT 

ERG -, 
PL J 2 
'PRO' 

ABS J PL. 
:I . 
·\\"jndo~s' .. 

DAT 

J PL 
I 
-PRO' 

'break < (SUBJ) (OB1) (OB12) > , 
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As shown by (16), when any of the arguments in the .verb's lexical 
form is absent in the surface structure ·of a sentence, it will still be 
reflected in its f-structure due. to the information contained in the 
auxiliary's lexical entry (e.g. (OBJ2) and (SUBJ) in (16»: Such represen
tations of missing arguments can be regarded as anaphoras. 

From (16) we also learn that categories such as ASP and INFL are 
unnecesary to convey the information that the verb contains in relation 
to the whole sentence. Moreover, the approach which groups together 
ASP and INFL under the AUX category has another obvious inconve
nience. In Basque, as stated previously, the aspectual information is 
not provided by the auxiliary, but rather by the non-finite verb, accord
ing to whether it is perfective, imperfective or future participle. 

Besides. this, it has been shown that there is no need to postulate 
a category such as VC; or in. other words, anything that covers just V 
and AUX, and not constituents in focus. The VP category is sufficient 
for descriptive purposes and more approprjate from the linguistic point 
of view. A .VP category covering 'V, Aux and constituents in focus 
seems, therefore, well established in Basque. . . ~ . 

3.2. Syntactic Binding 

This section presents an analysis of constituent control (syntactic 
binding) within the scheme developed by Kaplan and Bresnan (1982: 
231-263) and Zaenen (1983: 469-504). We will see that the principles of 
LFG provide a reasonable ~ccount of syntactic binding phenomena, al
though certain modifications of Zaenen's proposals are suggested to 
accommodate some features of Basque ~yntax. 

3.2.1.' Syntactic Binding and the Focus Position 

As sketched above, in Basque there is as.tructural position for 
focused elements which is defined in terms of the verb. Constituents 
~ppearing in. this fixed preverbal position \vhen focusep.· would be ge
nerated otherwise somewhere ~lse in the c~structilre outside the VP 
node. To acknowledge this, we will postulate that focused constituents 
are echoed outside the VP node by a trace-like gap. Also, we will adopt 
Zaenen's definition of binding domain, that is, all clauses dominating 
. the bindee and not qominating the binder will be in the binding do
m~in. In LFG, syntactic binding is effected through the instantiation 
of the so-called linking equations. These employ the metavarlables 
. and t, which would be attached onto our proposed PSRs according to (1): 

VP -+ 

xp-

,xP V 
(t FOCUS = -1-) . t = .t. .. ' ~ =\V .. 

. "f ~t 
e 

AUX 
t = -1-
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. In simplified terms, the presence of.l} indicates that the variable 
at the node carrying the.u- must be set equal to the node carrying the {t 
(see below for a be iter definition). So if we had sentence like (2): 

(2) N ori emallgo ,/iole saria 

Who-DAT gh'c Aux-they-him-it prize-ABS 
'To whom will they give the prize?' 

Its c-structure wou Id be as in (3): 

(3) S 

(t OB12) == .1. t = .1. = .1. 
NP VP 

.1.=~=.1. 
. (t FOCUS) =./. V AUX 

NP I 1 
t ={\- I 

e nori emango diote saria 

(Notice that the location of the 'e' is absolutely arbitrary, as long 
as it is out of the VP node, in accordance with the nonconfigurational 
generation of major projections in Basque, sketched above). 

The instantiation of the functional equations in (3) will yield a 
f-structure where OBJ2 and FOCUS share the same value. 

There are, however, some restrictions with regard to the consti
tuent control domain. Zaenen states the foHowing two constraints: 

i) The first one is that the binder must c-command the 
bindee (X c-commands Y iff the first branching node dominating 
X dominates Y, and X· does not dominate Y, nor Y, X). More
over, only a projection of V can be the right sister of a binder. 

ii) The second constraint states that all S-nodes are bounding 
nodes unless stipulated otherwise. 

No immediate prbblem arises with this second constraint. S nodes 
are bounding nodes in Basque as well (cf. Azkarate et aI, Ortiz de Ur
bina and Rebuschi, presented above). However, if we observe the 
c-structure in (3), we notice that, on the one hand, it is not a projection 
of V, but rather V itself which is the right sister of the binder, and 
on the other hand, and more troublesome, in no way can the binder 
c-command the bindee. The first branching node dominating the focus 
node is VP, and VP is sister of the node dominating the bindee, as in 
diagram (4): 
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(4) 

XP XP s 

t=il' 
e 

Zaenen's first constraint on constituent control is much too res
trictive for the facts of Basque 2. The need for focus to be a daughter 
of the VP node should be clear by now. In contrast with the general 
behaviour of maximal projections in Basque, no intervening element 
can be placed between focused constituents (e.g. wh-words) and the 
verb. It seems pointless, on the other hand, to propose the gap to be 
generated somewhere under the VP node (so it could be c-comman
ded by the binder); it is more natural to assume that it behaves like 
any other constituent in the sentence. 

I t seems as if there were no other alternative but to slacken Zae
nen's constraint (without contradicting Kaplan and Bresnan). It could 
be proposed that (at least for Basque) it is enough for the binder to 
command (cf. Langacker, 1969: 167) the bindee; i.e. X commands Y 
iff the first S node dominating X do~inates Y, [and X does not domi
nate Y nor Y,X], as in diagram (5). 

(5) ,/ s 

x~ S 

t l1t t = -U-
e X 

That constituent control phenomena in Basque are somehow diffe
rent to English and other languages appears to be logical if one consi
ders the characteristics of Basque syntax and the nature of syntactic 
binding. Syntactic binding (or constituent control) is, as presented by 
Bresnan, particularly concerned with phenomena depending upon 
configurational characteristics; it is in other words sensitive to consti
tuent configurations (cf. Bresnan, 1982: 231-232). For a language such 
as Basque, whose syntax allows an arbitrary order of major consti
tuents in the configuration of a sentence, the conditions on which 
control phenomena occur should be expected to be different. It seems 

(2) As reviewed' in the previous chapter (2.2). the same phenomena is responsable tor the 
problems encountered by Ortiz de Urbina's approach within a GB framework. 
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as if, for constituent control, Basque ignores the level at which ma
ximal projections operate, for it is irrelevant with regard to consti
tuent configurations. Still, syntactic binding phenomena occur in 
Basque, and they are manifested at other levels in which configurations 
matter, e.g. under the VP node, where the focus position is located, 
or within relative and complement clauses. 

3.2.2. Subjacent Binding Domains 

In Basque, as in English and other languages, the binding domain 
may have to be extended to subjacent S nodes. This is the case of the 
phenomena described by Azkarate et aI, and Ortiz· de Urbina· as «suc
cessive cyclic movement of question words extraction» (reviewed in a 
previous chapter). The problem is to explain why, when a constituent 
of an embedded clause is questioned and appears in the focus posi
tion of the main clause, all clauses in the binding domain must (in 
some dialects) be verb initial. . . . 
. The following example from Ortiz de Urbina illustrates this (6): 

(6) Nori uste duzu [pentsatzen duela Peruk [emango diotela saria? 
Who-DAT think Aux-you [believe Aux-he Peter-ERG [give Aux
they-him-it-COMP prize-ASS? 
'To whom do you think Peter believes they will give the prize?' 

The c-structure of this would be something like (7): 

(7) s 
~ 

S -VP 
~ 

NP S 
~ 

NP V AUX VP 

~ 
~ NP NP 

.j,=il' /\ 
V AUX 

V AUX 

Nori uste duzu pentsatzen duela 
I It=~ 

Peruk emango diotela e saria? . 

The three main problems that this structure presents can be stated 
as follows: 

(a) How do we make subjacent S nodes accessible for the 
binder (to control the bindee 'e'); since all S nodes are bounding 
nodes? 

(b) How do we ensure that once the binding domain has 
been extended, the only possible order in intervening clauses is 
verb initial? 
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(c) How will we account for this only in the circumstances 
described above, Le.only'when the constituent in the focus posi
tion of the main clause is a constituent of an embedded clause? 

According to Zaenen (: 481), Ss can be made accessible for binders 
by, PARs that introduce ~,=.u, equations. These link two subjacent 
binding domains. In English 'these equations would be introduced on 
a complementizer. Moreover, S nodes to the right of a COMP node 
with: the equation ..ij. are root nodes (see ,below). However. this se~ms 
to forget the case of empty COMP nodes. in which, despite the absence 
of a complementizer, the binding domain needs to be extended (8) 3:, 

(8) The girl wOlldered wlzo tile IIllrSe claimed tlze boy ,saw. 

If we adopt Kaplan and Bresnan's (ld: 253) alternative S' rule 
(9), the linking scheme will Jet the dependency go through in (8): 

(9) S' -7 (that) ® 
i=,j. 

"ifio' =-&: 

(Where ® means to be a bounding node).Zaenen's definition of 
root node does not apply in the case of (9). ® is not 'the right sister 
of a COMP node with the annotation.tJ,; rather, the annotation is on 
the S node itself. Moreover" the complcmentizer that has to intro
duce the equation 1l' == .u, in some occasions, but not in others, e.g. (10) 
[Zaenen's example (2)]: 

'(10) I think that Bill said that' Mary thought that John saw Mary. 

In ;Basque, the complementizer is nQt a leftsister (nor a right 
sister) of S, but rather a suffix on the verbal 'auxiliary ,4. Besides this, 
it isnqt the insertion of acomplementizer which is relevant to syntac
tic domain (although only complement clauses can undergo the binding 
phenomena described above). In other words, in compound sentences 
with complement clauses there may be no need to extend any binding 
domain at all. Now there is no constituent which is focused, because 
now it forms part of the' main clause. 

I will assume, then, that the linking schema 1). =,u, will appear in 
an alternative S rule similar to (9). The S bearing such ~m' eq'uation 
will be regarded as a root node. Following Zaenen, all root nodes of 
a control domain will also be annotated with the constraining equation 

(3)' Falk (1983) examines the Subject Dependency Problem, known in the Transforn:ui.tionalist 
literature as the «that-trace "phenomenon»;' This is a typical' case of long distance ' dependency, in 
which a subject gap may not be adjacent to an overt 'complementizer. In other words, a case in 
which binding domains cannot be right sisters ofa COMP node. Falk's example: 

" (1) *Who do' .yoll believe that _'_'" _ saw me?,' , ' , 
(4) The aim of this chapter is not to' analyse eictensively the JJehaviour of compleinent clauses 

in Basque, but to investigate rather the implications that the proposed' focus' position in Basque 
also has with respect to compound sentences, and how to resolve them .. ' Complement clauses have 
been studied in more detail by Goenaga (1984). 
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(-I. BND) = c +, conveying that the S node is vithin a binding domain. 
For the verb initial clauses we need. a rule such as (11):: 

(11) vp~ V Aux 
(t BND) == + 

This will guarantee that within a root node, marked with the 
feature BND, only the expansion of VP as in (11) will be possible. We 
maintain Zaenen's constraint (: 494) in that theBND feature (like the 
inflectional features) can be introduced with lexical categories only. 

On the other hand, root S nodes will be expanded as in rule (12), 
when they contain a complement clause s: 

(12) . S~ VP xp* 
(-I. BND) == c + 

The number of verbs that take complement arguments is relati
vely small. They are verbs like esan 'to say', uste 'to think', and simi
lar verbs. If we take esan, for example, we' can say that it subcatego
rizes for SUBJ, optionally for OBJ21 and alternatively for OBJ or 
SCOMP. Subject NPs need to be ERG, and they can be placed in the 
focus position, just like any other constituent. 

Compare the following examples: 

(13) Nork esan du hori? 
Who-ERG say Aux-he-it that-ABS? 
'Who has said that?' 

(14) Nork esan du bihar etorriko dela? 
Who-ERG say Aux-he-it tomorrow come Aux-he-COMP? 
'Who has said that he will come tomorrow?' 

In (14) it is clear that the focused constituent nark,. in the ERG 
case, could not be part of the complement clause, because etorri 'to 
come' is an intransitive verb. However, problems will arise in' cases 
such as (15) 6: 

(15) Nork esan du abestuko duela bihar? 
Who-ERG say Aux-he·it sing Aux-he-it-COMP tomorrow? 
'Who has said that he will sing tomorrow?' 
'Who has he said will sing tomorrow?' 

(5) An alternative strategy· can be exprcssed by the following ruks: 
(II') VP... I XP ) 

\ (t BlliD) '= c -
(12') S -> I XP" ) 

\(t B:-;O) = c-

V AUX 

initially, all S nodes wOllld be annotated with n:\D's value -, but the\' cOllld be optionally anno, 
tated with 1t = U. alld B\:U's value +. For this h.lttcr choke, Xl's prcl:cding V and VI' would undergo 
a clash in their expansion, because of (~BND) ~~ + on the S node" and th<:Vllla\, need to 'be null. 
The sole disadv'lIItagc of this approach is that the BND feature would not l,c introduced by lexical 
categorics, as proposed by Zacnen, but would be 'annotated to the strllc'tuml eatcgory S, 

(6) Notice that abestu 'to siug' is one of those exceptional verbs'th:'t l:,ke ergative subject (and 
therefore tmt\siti,'c, auxiliary) without subcategorizing lor (OBI), In this case,' (bBI) is 'implicitly 
understood as '\0 Stng a song'), . 

(i) abestu: V, ('1' I'RED) = 'sing «SUBJ»', 
( t sum CASE) = ERG, 
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In, (15), nDrk CQuid be part of either clause. There are cases in 
English where a similar problem arises: 

(16) To whom did :you say they would award the prize? 

(17) To whom did you say they would give the prize? 

Both these examples are ambiguous, although the reading where 
to whom is an argument of say is probably easier to see in (16) than 
in (17), since award has a less str,ong requirement for a recipient ar
gument than give 'has. 

We could say that, when a focused element appears in the focus 
position of verbs like e.g. esan, those which take complement clauses, 
the expansion of S as a root node will be instantiated alternatively. 
This is to say that two c-structures would, be possible for sentences 
like (15), one without the expansion of the binding domain, regarding 
the bindee as part of the main clause, and another extending the bind
ing domain to the subjacent clause. These two c-structures for (15) 
would be as follows: 

(18) a. 

v 
t-t 
'~ 

S 

NP 

NP , V AUX VP 
t=.t. 

ADVP 
'!'=.j} t=J, 

,~ 
V AUX 

nork esan 

"'';'' 

t == -il' , I 
e 

tr 
abestuko , duela du bihar? 

(18) b, S 
.' ..... ~. 

V 's 

~ .. " t:.a. V ','AU I X 

I 

'ft ==.u- ' 

'~.' VP 'NP ,: ADVP 

t=t 
(.t.~ 
V AUX, 

t,= t 

nork esan du 

(tBND) = + , I 
abestuko, duela bihar? 
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From which. the following two f-structures would be obta,ined: 

(19) 3. 

FOCUS 

·sum. 
PRED 

'SCOMP 

'PRED: .·who.·. 

'say < (StIBJ). {SCOMP»' 

r'UBJ 

. PRED' -
ADJUNCT 

PRED - 'PRO' ] 
- - , 

,. "sin'l! «SUBJ»' , 

PRI~D ',' .. , ·~~n:Ol"l:~~\"· 
'-.' .... #"'. 

(.l9)b... _ . . . . 
..• FOCUS ·PRED:···· . '\\lho' -. 

SUB} fRED'. 'PRO' 

.r~Ep 

SCOMP 

., 

·say<;:(SUBJ). ~SC9MP)o>:' 

~ " ]-SUBJ ' ~ '. ..-.. : ;. . 

PRED 'sing < (SUBJ > l' . 

. ADJUNCT PRED . tomorrow' 
:...J 

Notic~ that the coherence condition plaY's' ~nessential role in the 
approach here presented. For a focused element to be a governable 
grammatical fn!lctl!ln inside a clause, it has to be governed by its 
verb's predic~te argument structure. Negative existential constraints 
(Kaplan artdBresnan, Id: 212) will rule out function assignments that 
do not suit. A - ( t OBJ2) notation on the lexical entry of the verb 
uste, for example, will ensure that no wh-word marked DAT ever gets 
a grarp.matical role in its clause nucleus. The uniqueness condition 
will -also prevent Wrong binding relations from being set up. No fo
cused constituent could be bound inside a clause for which there al
ready is an element filling the same relational function, that is, an 
element which shares its, same' 'case -value. '. (Remember that in Basque 
grammatical functiop.s are not determined' by" the arrangement of 
c-structure nodes; btit by case and agreement features). 

Furth~rmore, bindi~g domains are marked in Basque syntactically, 
in a way such that a clause in a bindiIlg domain mus.t be verb ini
tial. Hence, whenever a complement clause does not meet this con
dition, alternative solutions like (19 b.) will automatically be disre
garded. The feature BNpaccounts for this fact. When a focused cons
tituent . has not been bound in the main clause of a compound sen
tence with complement clauses, tllese will be optionally BND = +, and 
therefore also accessible for the binder by means of the linking sche
mata: fr ::;:.l}. Nodes constrainedwith"BND's value.+ are.committed to 
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fulfil the conditions~tated above, and represented by rules (11) and (12). 
In short, the assumption made here' is as follows: Whenever an 

.u. long-distance mctavariable has not becn linked to its corresponding 11' 
in tp~saI1Je,.mi!1imaI S, s:ubjacentS nod~sare.accessible by the "fi'= -.I} 
schemata, and _ perti-nent . biridingconditions are invoked. .' 

'rhis approach_to long-distance dependencies _ in Basque,' does not 
conflict, unlike Ortiz de Urbina's approach, with a non-configurational 
description of major constituents. On' the other hand, the modifi
cations on Zaenen's scheme to accommodate these features of Basque, 
seem to fit adequately with the LPG framework. 

4. Implementation in prolog 

This chapter describes the implementation of the grammatical analysis 
sketched in the pdor twochapter(The- first section displays the connections 
between.the LFG formalism and the langUage: in which the parSer has been 
implemented, Prolog.· Some LFG implementations have been written in Prolog 
before, viz. Frey and Reyle (1983) andYasukawa (1984). The program here des
cr!bed, _ho~eye.r, ~~ f9r. the most part based .l!pon Peter Whit~lock and Brian 
Chandler's -impleme:ptation-Jor the English-Japanese MT system. under. deve
lopment at CCL. The parser for:Basque is described in the second section.' 

4.1. Prolog, DCCs and LFG 

The programmiflgc·1:;1.l1guage-chbsen· for: :writing the LPG parser 
fpr B~s,queisProlog .. Prolog has b~en f9Und to. be particularly suitable 
for natural1anguage processing,. which is . why the number of grammar 
£orrnalismsbeing implemented in this .. language is increasing rapidly. 

Prolog- is- a logic ·.programming language based' upon the early 
work on theorem proving of Kowalski (1971), Green (1969) and Robinson 
(1965), amongothers.- PrGlog'is th~, practical' realization of the 
idea that resolution theorem provers could be used as' programming 
languages. In this respect, Prolog can be referred to as a resolution 
theorem prover for definite, or Hom,' clauses~ Theorem' proving tasks 
expressed in defillite daus:es . are' expressed in a way stich that there 
is a goal dause,'ortheorem, and a number of implication clauses, or 
axioms, from which one can satisfy that goal. . . 

In what" fGllows we trace briefly the connection between Prolog 
and l<?gic, or. more specifically, first order predicate calculus. Then 
we tum to an explanation of how programs can be ~xecuted in Prolo-g. 
The section ends with a reference to Prolog's suitability for LPG." . 

4.1.1.. Prolog and Lo~ic . 

Prolog can be roughly considered as 'a definite clause interpreter. 
Clause fonn is a particular way.of expressing predicates in logic. A set 
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of formulae is in clausal f9.rm whe~ ea~h formula Js a clause. A: clause 
can be defined as a d~sjunction ()f liter~ls, e.g. ,(1): .. 

where 'v' 'is a notation. for' disjun"ction, ·and··e.3:ch -tit~rai·P.· tepre~;ents 
either a proposition or a . negated ·proposition.Kow~lski provided' a 
variant form for clauses which proved to. be more effiti~ritin reso-
lutions proofs. A .clause like. (2), ....... .... .. ..' " 

(2) - P 1 V ••• v - Pm V 0 1 v ... V On . -

where -P are negated propositions,Q propositIons,' aild'm 'and' n 
are ~ 0, is in the Kowalski form when it is written like (3): 

(3) P1 & ... & Pm ~ 0 1 V ••• V On 
, . . ... ' . '. '.-:.' . . ,\', .... '. . 

That is, all unnegated literals are collected in a disjunction of 
propositions on the right of an implication arrow, called the conse
quent, and all negated litera:ls are collected iil'a conjtmction to the 
left of the arrow, called the antecedent. .... ... 

Definite clauses :are a restricted ~et' of th~ Kowalski form. i.e. they 
are those clauses with at most. one unnegated Uteral: .... . 

(4) a. Empty clause. 
b. Assertion clause: ~ Po 
c. Goal clause: P1 & ... ~ Pn ~ . 

d; . Implieation clause: P1 & .... & P n . ~. Po 

The Prolog notation for definit~,'" cla~ses- . differs . siightly' from the 
one presented above. In Prolog the antecedent 'is Written tome. right" 
of the implication arrow (which is written as" <: '-', and the logical 
& as ','), and the. consequent to ,the left .. Prolog programs consist 
of sets of procedures, 'each of which' define a logical predieate: A pre
dicate,' or principal fuIictor of a:' literal, "consists '0£ a: sequence of sta. 
tements like (5): . '" . _. ": ... ' , . 

. r,,-
(5) Po:~ P1 , P2 , •• , , Pn ., 

which can be read either declaratively: «Po.is true if Pl and. P2 and .; .... 
and.·Pn are also true»" or procedurally: «as to satisfygoaL:Po',' satisfy. 
Pl , and P2, and ... anq' -Pn». ' " . , 

In (5) ·(which corresponds to (4) d.), the antecedent' constitutes 
the body of a procedure for calculating Po. If the: head. P ~ .. were 'on 
its own, it would be called a unit clause, or fact,'in, Prolog (which 
corresponds to (4) b.). A clause without Po,.is a goal. clause (like, 
(4) c.), and is the directive whereby a Prolog program is invoked for 
execution. '. . _ ' , 

To execute a Prolog program, the system searches for the first clause' 
whose . head matches': :oi:'. unifies with the goal clause. The unification 
process finds the mo'st', general.c~mmon ' instances between two, terms~ 
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If a match is found, the unified clause instance is then activated by 
executing in turn, from left to right, each of the goals, if any, in 
its body. If the called clause· fails to find a match for a goal, the 
system backtracks, i.e. it rejects the most recently activated clause 
and undoes any substitution made by the match with the head of the 
clause; next it reconsiders the original goal which activated the re
jected clause, and tries to find a subsequent clause which also mat
ches the goal. When the goal has been satisfied, that is to say that 
the theorem we wanted to prove is true, the system returns 'yes', 
and it returns 'no' otherwise. 

Prolog has additional predicates which are not satisfied by reso
lution, but are specifically evaluated by the computer and then de
leted. For example, the predicate «write» will cause its parameter 
to be printed, and will then be deleted from the clause. 

In Prolog pattern-matching and unification perform the same ope
rations as selector and constructor functions in other programming 
languages, such as car, cdr and cons in Lisp. Prolog is non-determi
nistic. With the use of backtracking a procedure can produce alter
native results. A particular attraction of Prolog is that programs and 
data are identical in form. A program consisting solely of unit clau
ses, or facts, is closer to an array than to a procedure in a conven
tional programming language. This characteristic is particularly im
portant for Prolog in natural language processing because grammar 
and dictionaries can be seen as a declarative description of a language, 
or as a procedure mechanism for parsing or generating a string. 

4.1.2. Prolog's representation of context Free Grammars 

Context free rules can be translated into Prolog as definite clau
ses. The parsing of an input string by a grammar is equivalent to 
providing that the string is a deducible theorem from a given set of 
axioms, i.e. the grammar. This description of a language as a set of 
Prolog clauses can be executed as a program, in which an input string 
or sentence is the goal clause to satisfy. Each context free grammar 
rule or rewrite rule describes the possible forms for a non-terminal 
symbol by a sequence of terminals and non-terminals. Non-terminals 
are expressed in Prolog as literals, and terminals as lists 1. An example 
of CFG rules is given in (6): 

(6) sentence 
noun-phrase 
detenniner 

~ noun-phrase, verb-phrase. 
~ detenniner, noun. 
~ [the]. 

(1) Lists are an important data structure in Prolog. They are represented in square brackets, 
e.g. [a, b. c]. The notation [X I Y] unifies the variable X (distinguished by an initial capital letter, 
as opposed to constants distinguished by initial lowercase letters) with the head of the list (i.e. 
the first argument), and variable Y with the tail of the list (i.e. a list with all remaining elements). 
When two variables are unified or shared, this means that as soon as one receives a value, the 
other is automatically instantiated to this same value. . 
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This notation is recognized by the Prolog interpreter which trans
lates it into ordinary Prolog definite clauses. The translation involves 
the replacement of each non-terminal with a predicate of arity two 
(where arity means the number of arguments associated with the 
predicate, or principal functor). The new arguments, of the predicate 
indicate the starting point of that non~terminal in the input string, 
and what remains after it has been replaced. In (7) is shown a transla
tion of the contex free rules in (6) into Prolog's definite clauses." 

(7) sentence (SO,S) ':- noun-phrase (SO,SI) , 
verb-phrase (SI,S). 

noun-phrase (SO,S) :- determiner (SO,S1), 
noun (S1,S). 

determiner ([theIS),S). 

Terminal symbols, i.e. words, can be repres'ented as the head of a 
list which stands for the startirig point of the terminal in the input 
string. Its tail shares the value with the'second argument. 

Example (8) shows how a sentence can: be recognized having num
bers attached to the points in the string, and is translated into a set 
of unit clauses; , 

(8), [1 the, 2 bird, 3 sings 4] 

determiner" ([theI2),2). 
noun'([birdI3l,3) . 
verb ([singsI4 ],4). 

The goal to be satisfied for the input string is: 

(9) ? sentence (1,4). 

This question will return 'yes' or 'no' depending on whether the 
string is a sentence of the language described by the rules of the gram
mar. 

4.1.3. Definite Clause Grammars and LFG 

Definite Clause Grammars (DCG) correspond to context free gram
mars in that the grammar rules have non-terminal symbols on the 
left-hand side of the rule. DCGs, however, do not share with CFGs 
their rank in the Chomsky hierarchy, as DCGs can be easily extended. 
This ability is gained by inserting arguments into non-terminal sym
bols of CFGs. So, by dropping all non-terminal arguments of a DCG 
one gets its CFG skeleton. ' 

The advantage of using DCGs as Prolog programs lies in that: 

i) Arguments can be added to the non-terminal symbols to 
provide supplementary linguistic" information, for example", to 
ensure syntactic agreement" or to transport context sensitive 

, information. 
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ii) Compound terms can be used to build structures during 
the parsing process, either to represent the meaning of a sentence, 
its functional description, or its syntactic configuration. These 
structures are built solely by the unification process which takes 
place' 'duringProlog's execution . 

. , iii)· Additional functions or conditions in functions can govern 
the application of the rules, since Prolog permits extra predicates 
(or' procedure' calls) to be included on the right hand side of the 
ruk . 

All these three advantages. ar~. crucial when implementing an LF,G 
formalism .. On the one hand, it is importattt to. employ a mechanism. 
which provides the possibility of context sensitivity, as' lexical fimc~ 
tional.languages ar~ included within the set of context, sensitive Jan
guages 2 (cf. Kaplan'&. Bresnan, 1982;2~9), ..... " 

On the other h.and, all .. steps of the parsing process of' a..sen~eilce 
according t,o the LI"G formalism can be performeds.imultaneously. 
That is, c~structures c~n be. passed around arid completed as :th~ pars
ing process executes, and,a.lso, the te .. solution of the functional equa~. 
tions into f-structures can be performed during the same process of 
recognition of the input string. .' . '. 

As previously stated, Prolog performs a bu.ilt-in unification pro
cedure when·resolvingdausesto prQveagoal. There is a. problem 
with this strategy, which is that unification might ca.use Unrestricted' 
DCGs to have a Turing machine power, or, in other words, that 
DCGs are solely semidecidable, and general proof procedures may not 
terminate (cf. Pereira & Warren, 1983:.142). However, by using an 
LFG formalism as a representation for the linguistic knowledge trans
lated into DCcrs, stability can be obtained. This is because LPG embo
dies filn offlin~ parsingalgoriihm, i.e. it has a mechanism which inakes. 
constraints and imposes conditions on any resulting output of' acori~ 
text-free algorithm (these are, . for example, the functional locality 3 

and the ·functioni:tl well formedness conditions). This feature dfan 
LPG' formalism is reason enough for its suhabilityf6r descdbinga 
natural language, and a very good reasonf6r us to write a parser 
based upon that description. 

4.2. Description CJf the program. 

This.section describes an implementation . in Prolog of the LPG 
for Basque sketched in previous chapters. The. program. attempts to 
provide a practical realization of most of the liriguistic issues investi
gated, which are to be seen as the theoretical ,background on which 

L· . • 

(2) . this is becaus~ both, LPG functional compositiOn, which, permits f-structures ·to .encode .. iii. 
wide range of' tree properties, and LPG.' equality predicate (or unification), which eriforces a match" 
between the properties encoded from different nodes. ~ . 

(3) The functional locality principle disallows paths in rules longer than two features. 
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the program is founded. The translation into Prolog's definite clauses 
is aimed at representing' the linguistic information in the most accu
rate way, and it will be shown that· the implementation follows quite 
straightforwardly from the theory. 

The parser is, however, in its early stage, both linguistically and 
computationally. As stated previously, the subset of grammar rules 
implemented is confined to the analysis of structures described throu
ghout this work, i.e. configuration of major constituents within the 
scope of S, their functional encoding, and long-distance dependency's 
phenomena, which include subjacent complement domains. On the other 
hand, it is accepted that the program, although it provides a feasible 
ground for implementing linguistic information, leaves several questions 
to be investigated. Among the most relevant are an account of cons
training equations, economizati<)D of the lexicon, and a device to im-
plement the completeness condition. ' . ,,' 
, All the same, the parser' here presented fulfils its main purpose 

as it demostrates how an LFG formalism describing Basque can be 
efficiently implemented in Prolog. providing further support to both 
the theory and the particular computational choice. ' 

4 .. 2.1. Context free analysis of c-structures . " . 

The initial set' of rules described in chapter 2 can be written in 
Prolog as follows (10): 

(10) sentence -+ x-phrase~star. 
verb-phrase. 
x-phrase-star. 
sentence. 

The predicate sentence is hence defined recursively. This is needed 
for compound sentences, in which, for example, an embedded clause 
functions as a complement of the main clause. Because all non-terminals 
in the body of this clause, i.e. XP*, VP and S, are optional, they have 
to be provi4ed with a possible empty expansion. This can be achieved 
in, the following tw~ ways (11):, 

(ll) a. x-phrase-star -+ [J. 
b. (null; sentence). 

where ';' indicates disjunction, and null is:a predicate which does not 
consume any word from the input string~ as defined in (12): 

(12) null (S,S). 

The 'choice (11 a.) is used as a termination boundary condition. 
for the recursively defined predicate x phrase star (13), and is prefe
rred to the form (11 b.) with the view of avoiding complex clauses 
(see 4.2.4.). ' 
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(13) x-phrase-star ~ noun-phrase, ' 
x-phrase-star, 

The expansion rule for the VP category is .as in (14): 

(14) verb-phrase ~ x-phrase, 
verb, 
auxiliary. 

585 

The constituent preceding the. verb has been defined as the fo
cused element for a sentence (see section 2.2). It need not be present, 
however, and therefore it is optionally t;l1.:!-1l. Bec;ause our analysis 
doe.s not yet consider the possibility. of more than one constituent 
be:Hng -focused: XP will be either rewritten as' NP, or any other appro
piate category; arid it is not defined recursively; so' it .' is defined" as 
focus phrase in the program as distinct from x-phrase-star . 

. . NPsrewrite for the moment into nouns solely (15): 

. (15) n()un~phrase'~ noun .. 

Terminal symbols are kept as facts,or unit clauses, as in (16 b.): 

(16) a.nouP ~. [neska]. 
b .. no~n([nesk~I$]',S). 

· ... ;Both expressions. are equivalent, the. second one being the com
piled . form of the first. 

4.2.4.: Building c;-structures 

As' stated previously, the construction of tree structures can be 
carried out during the parsing process. This is achieved by' the intro~ 
duction of arguments' on the predicates, e.g.' (17): 

(17) noun ( n(neska), [neskaIS],S). 

, .. . for ;l1on-termip,a). symbols, the. parameter. of this new argument, 
defiried as a compound term, will be a variabie~ like (18), which will 
be . ~u~~essively instantiated as the parsing precedes. . ., .. 

'(18) 'uoun7phrase( 'np(NP), SO,S : "';"noun(NP, SO,S) .. 

For '§entence, (e,Sa,s),. (19), after unification 4 throughout the pro
cedure, the value of the va~ia~le 'C' will he as in (20). 

(I?) .?sent$fnce( C![neskak!zer,dakar],[]). 

(20). a. C =s( np( n(neskak), vp(np( ;n(zer», v(dakar»). 

's' in (20) will be a. functor with arity'x',where x is the number of 

(4) neG. parsing algorithms are based upoll unification, .which is.the b.asic rule of inference for 
definite clauses. Unification succeeds when a substitution has been 'found· for a'-'.e'cial claUse which 
matches the head of. either an. implication or an .. assertion .clause. By. means. of unification' both 
clauses become identical. . . ..' ..' . ~ 
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major constituents a sentence has, in this case x =2. The value of ·C' 
in (20) can also be represented as a tree (20 b.): 

(20) b. s 

~ np vp 

I ~'" 
n np v 

l I 
I 

n 

I 
rieskak zer dakar 

'., . 

'.-' ,. 

, Because' XP* has been defined recursively, permitting more than 
one XP to be analysed, it is ,convenient to represent all occurrences 
as a list, so no dependency relation will hold among theIn~ to. other 
words, the list notation will allow XPs to be, repres~nted .,as sister 
nodes. This list will be empty if XP* is null, otherwise each NP parsed 
in the expansion of XP* will be instantiated at the head of the list, 
and an optional XP* at its tail, ,as in (21): • 

(21) x-phrase-star( [NPrXP]) ~"" _ 
';iioUp~phrase(NP), " 

x-phrase-star(XP) . 

A side effect of this approach is' that' the" whole'sentence 'ri~eds 
to be represented as a list, since VP nodes as wel1:are sister nodes 
of NPs. 's' then will become (in the program) a functor of arity 1, 
whose sole argument is a list. We thereforeileed the append predicate 
to append lists together during ',' the parsing process. The, result of 
this will not be very different from (20): ' , 

(22) C = s( [ np( n(neskak), vp( np( n(zer», ,,(dakar» ']). 

4.2.3. Building I-structures 

, The. Junctionfll structure of a sentenc;:e ~~c()des' its rnea~iilg{u] 
grammatical relations, a.nd is a., crucial part of LFG's, description of a, 
sentence. F-structures represent their information as a set of ordered 
pairs, each of which consists of all attribute and a specification of that 
attribut~'s value for this sentence. An attribute is the name, 9f a gram
mati cal function or feature, e.g. SUBJ, PRED, VCOMP, NUM, CASE, 
etc. There are three primitive types of values: 

i) simple symbols, atoms or integers in Prolog's notation. 
ii) semantic 'prediCates, like sem(X) , where Xis a predicate. 
iii) subsidiary f-structures, or sets of ordered pairs represent-

ing complexes of internal functions (see below). 

F-structures, similarly to c-structures, can be built during the 
parsing 'process. Again, what is needed is an additioIlal.,argu,ment, to 
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transport the functional information·· obtained during the unification 
resolution in the executiOrf'mtlle program. 

This new argument is conceived as a . list. All its. arguments . being 
the values, .or sets of values, assign.ed to' the,.different Jiinctions and 
features (attributes), annotated to the syntadic noq.es, or to lexical 
entries. Attributes .. will. be . arguments of a:' built-in list 5, a limited. Jist 
which comprises all possible attributes chosen _ for.· the description of 
a given language. The final f-structure. for aseriterice wilIbeaccoiri~ 
plished by unification of 'both . these two lists. 

By means of a function assigning predicate, apply, the parser 
makes correspondences between values and attributes. as they are 
instantiated throughout the process. This predicate is defined as 
follows (23)6. 

(2~) .apply( [Vall-J,Att,Val,[Atti-J ;- !. 
apply( [Vall-J,Att,Va12,[Attl-]) ;- !,fail. 
apply( HValtail],A~t,Val'[-IAtttain :-' 

.' . apply(Valtail,Att;Val,Atttail). 

If a p~tte~ match suc~eeds in the' first clause, eithe~ the varia
ble Val in the list was already instantiated and has the same value 
as the matched value, or it was uninstantiated, in which case it is uni
fied with the matched value and returns the predicate true. Otherwise, 
it will try the second dau~e, .. and fail, _waking the system backtrack. 
This predicate is defined recursively, as it deals with lists, and it.s 
arity is 4... . . '.' .. '. 

The first argument operates as an identifier variable. Given, that 
each syntactic node has a unique jdentifier variable (ld-variables), it 
is possible to identify each node with one f-structure. The. ld-variables 
stand for LPG's t'and .l, immediate domination metavariables. This 
first argument stands for t: 

The second argument acts as' a variable which will be instantia
ted to the appropiate attribute at' the time the predicate is being 
matched. 

The third argument stands either for the metavariable .\., or a 
value, which is then the instance of the argument ... 

This will be clearer in an example: (24).: 

(24) a. verb-phrase( IdVP) -+ 
. x-phrase( IdXP) , 

1 apply( IdVP,focus,IdXP)L 
. verb(IdVP).· . 

(5) This is just an arbitrary choice, as in fact attributes. could be incorporated into the· list 
as' they were encountered during the parsing proces; i.e. this' definite set of attributes could as 
wen have' been defined 'as an open ended list.· • ..' . . . 

(6) . The cut" '!' symbol is a facility provided by Prolog for specifying control information. it is 
inserted in '.the program just .like a goal, but is not to be regarded as part of the . logic of the 
program, . and should be ignc;>red as .. .far as ,the dec1ara~iv_e s".!l1antic;s .. is concerped. .The cut as. a .goal 
always succeeds, and conumts the system to all chOIces ·made ·smce the ··parent goal was mvoked, 
and causes other a~t.ernatives. to be discarded .. One of tbe main effects of the cut is. that it permits 
programs to operate faster; :. . ..' '. .-
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. b .. noun( IdNP,[gizoneklSJ,S :
.apply( IdNP;case,erg) .. 
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(Note' that . th~ apply predicate has been defined as a functor of 
arity 4, and that in these examples its' arity is 3. This is done for 
purely practical reasons with the 'view of clarity. When apply is called, 
a new argument, i.e. the built-in list of attributes, is automatically 
added as the fourth argument of apply). " ' 

"The- two clauses in (24) correspond to the following LFG rules: ' 

(2S)a. VP ~ XP V 
(t FOCUS) =,!. t = ,!. 

b. gizonek: N, (t CASE) = ERG. 

In what follows we describe how the program deals with the set 
of equations proposed in section 2.3. for functional encoding of SUBJ, 
OBJ and OBJ2 noun phrases. 

In non-configurational. encoaing the basic principle is to associate 
pairs of function-assigning' and feature-assigning equations of the form 
given in: (26): 

(26) (,!. F) = v 
(t G) = .j, 

The program here described deals' with this pair of equations hy 
combining them into a new predicate np-applywhich will be called 
whenever an NP needs to be assigned its grammatical function, i.e. 
during the expansion of XP*. 

So, for the following schemata (27): 

(27) a. (,!. CASE) = ABS b. (,!, CASE) = ABS 
(t SUBJ) = ,!. (t OB~) = ,!, 

The Prolog notation is as in (28): 

(28) a. np-apply( IdS,IdNP) :
apply(IdNP ,case,abs), 
apply (IdS,subj ,IdNP). 

b. np"';apply( IdS,IdNP). :.--: 
apply(IdNP ,case,abs) I 
apply(IdS,obj,IdNP). 

There is a problem :with this realization of (27), which is that the 
program will be doubtful about which function to apply when the 
encountered NP is marked ABS. The parser will produce undesired 
answers, if not just Wrong ones~ There is an easy way to prevent this. 
Verbs that" subcategorize for OBJ, i.e. transitive verbs' in Basque, re
:'quire a-subject marked ergative.' So we could state a new condition 
for. (28 b.), > tha.t is, for a. sentence to ha.ve an OBJ,'it also needs an 
etgativesubject.We can now redefine (28 b.) cas follows: 
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(29) np..;-apply( IdS,IdNP) 
apply(IdNP ,case,abs), 
apply (IdS,subj,IdX), 
apply(IdX,case,erg) , 
apply(IdS,obJ,IdNP). 
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Only when all the clauses in the body of (29) are satisfied, will the 
current NP be assigned the Oar function. 

In addition to these· predicates, we have sketched a function 
assignment· procedure for postpositional phrases (which in Basque 
correspond t6 all nominal phrases with inflections other than· ABS, 
ERG or DAT). For the general equation (30) 7: 

(30) (,!. ( t peASE» = .t. 

The following form has been employed: 

(31) apply( IdPP,case,Att), 
apply( Ids,Att,IdPP), 

Both Att variables will share their value, and therefore the gram
matical function assigned to the sentence will be the same specific 
case mark of that· PP. . 

The LFGfunctional component not orily encodes the meaningful 
grammatical relations of a sentence, or the sufficient information for 
the semantic component, but acts as a filter on the output of the 
c-structure component. From the three conditions on functional well
-formedness (see section 2.3.), the uniqueness condition is considered 
to be the most important (cf. Kaplan and Bresnan, Id: 204) 8. It en
sures that theassignrrient 'of grammatical.functions and features to lexi
cal items and c-structure configurations are globally consistent. 
Parsing with Prolog, this condition is fulfilled by the unification 
mechanism, as a variable cannot be instantiated to more than one value. 
When two variables are unified, their values have to match when they 
are instantiated, or otherwise unification will fail. 

4.2.4. Long-distance dependencies 

This part of the program" deserves a 'special mention if only 

(7) This procedure could also be used instead of np·app/y (see above). ERG case should & 
annotated as· SUBJ case, and so on. One. minor problem will occur with ABS cases, as they are 
used for subject as well as for object. This problem can be resolved adding -( l' OBJ) negative 
existential constraints into intransitive verbs' lexical entries.' . 

sci in a sentence like: . 
neska joan da 
the.girl~ABS go Aux·she 
'the girl has gone' 

neska would never be regarded as the OBI of etorri but as .SUBJ.· (We thank Ron Kaplan. for. making 
this cOIl1D1ent). . .'. .. 

(8) The:uniqueness condition is in fact what makes an'f.structurea 'function. That is, a function 
whose domains are attribute names, whose range are attribute va~ues and for which each name 
has no more than one value. (I thank Pete Whitelock for making this comment). 
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because no genuine implementation ofLFGconstituent control has been 
reported yet in the literature. Ari attempt at ~oing so for a fairly non
configurational language like Basque holds' &en more interest. 

As reviewed in the last chapter, long-distance dependencies occur 
in Basque when a constituent in the. focus position under the VP node 
is binding '. a gap somewhere else in .the c-structure. When the binding 
relation is extended to subjacent complement clauses, these have to be 
verb initial, which means that long-distance dependencies influence the 
configuration of' intervertingsentences within a binding domain. As 
previously stated, the three main problems to solve are: 

'" '. . 

i) How to make sentential nodes accessible for the binder, 
when a gap is expected inside its structure? 

ii) How to constrain these sentential nodes so they are verb 
initial, i.e. there are no XP* preceding VP, and the focus position 
is null? , 

iii) How alternative solutions can be given for the ambiguous 
,sentences described insection3.3.? 

Pereira (1981) presents a solution for a similar problem that 
occurs in languages like English, French, Spanish and Portuguese. Pe
reira refers 'tosyntac;tic binding p.h~nomena as lef~extraposition, 
described in the following way: «Left extraposition occu,:t;"s in a na
tural language sentence when a subconstituent of some constituent.is 
missing, and some· other constituent" to the left of the incomplete 
one, represents the missing constituent in some way». The method he 
proposes for dealing, with this problem is analogous to the, introduction 
of derived rules by Gazdar(1982), Pereira's proposal comprises the 
insertion of additional. arguments to all non-terminals from which 
a .constituent might be extraposed. These will be sensitive to whether 
a trace· of the· extraposedconstituent has to be' or has been replaced 
(see below). 

For Basque, within the LFG framework, the required correspon
dence is given by the f-structure associated with a constituent in the 
focus position .. :When the gap's node is reached ~n the parsing prqcess, 
the' previously' 'mentioned f-structure will be assigned to the node 
corresponding to,Jhe gap, Sq the f-structure of a constituent in focus 
and that of its gap share the same value. Note that in Basque it is not 
the structural location of the gap, ,but rather the binder's case marking, 
which determines its grammatical function within. the sentence. 

Pereira's proposed additional arguments are' represented in our 
approach as lists. When no f-structure needs to be carriedacrossi 
thes~. lis,ts, will be nulL,. Qtherwise, the. transported f-structure will be 
represented at the head qIrlie .1isL . 
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. Figure. (32) shows how a list can be ~s°tantiated to the binder's 
f-structure 9:: . 

(32) ver~phrase( IdVP,EO,El) ~ 
x~phtase(IdXP) , 

eqllal([~dXP],El), .. 
verl:l<!dVP). . 

This resembles LFG equation (33): 

(33) VP.-4 XP V 
-l-=~ 't=~ 

The bounded domination metavariable .u- being the argument E1. 
An expansion of xP~ as an empty elemellt is written in the program 
as in (34). 

(34) x-phrase-starE IdS.[IdXP; E2jEi) ~.[], 
{focus-apply( IdS,ldXP) ~. 

x-phrase-~tar( IdS,E2,E2). 

Which corresponds to"LFG rule (35): 

(35) XP -4 e 
l' = 1l' 

where the grammatical function encoding is performed be the pre
dicate focus apply, in an analoguous way to (29) and (31). The head of 
the list in the second argument above, IdXP, is the notation for the 
bounded metavariable it . The tail of the Jist will be null, conveying 
that the f-structure has been' assigned to its appropriate gap node, and 
hence no further i-structure needs to be transported across phrases. 
This is clearer in the case~of subjacent complement clauses~. In such 
occurrences, when VPs and XP*, in a binding domain, have to pass 
oyer. the f-structure in question,. without performing any assign~ng 
operation, so that the f-structure can reach the gap. Forexample (36): 

(36) '. verb~phrase( IdVP'[IdXP],[IdXP]). 

When. this happens, there cannot" be any constituent in the focus 
position, i.e. the expansion ofVP has to be .constrained somehow so 
verb comes first. In 0 other words, the condition is. that the optional 
XP is null. This. is achieved in the program by adding an extra clause 
to the body of VP's predicate: «For XP to rewrite,El has to be [], 
or otherwise it will. be null (see (37»)»... '0' "_ • 

• I:. SiIrlilarly an extra argument is needed in the predicate of sen
tence, revealing whether an f-structure needs to be passed through or 

(9) In. this approach. long di~tanc~ dependencies are encoded in the. c-structure •.. by means of 
the two extra-arguments EO and El. but it could alternatively be encoded in f-structure. employing 
the predicate apply in a way similar to the following: 0 '. 

apply (IdVP, f9Clls~in. [EOn. 
apply (IdVP, focus~out. [IdXP]). 

in (32) for examp'le in .. the body of theVP clause. CoNe thank Stuart Shieber for makin:g this 
comment). 
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not. The initial sentence predicate will be instantiated to [1, but 
subjacent sentences can be instantiated to the binder's f-structure, if 
this has not yet been assigned to a gap in the sentence. When this 
occurs, these sentential nodes will be regarded as root-nodes of a 
binding domain, and their argument carrying the f-structure will cor
respond to LFG's 1t = -U- linking schema. As we know, in such a case no 
XP'~ can be reported before VP. So, the condition for XP* to rewrite 
in pre-VP position will be this argument, EO, to be null, or otherwise 
XP* will be null. All this is shown clearly in figure (37): 

(37) sentenceO( IdS) ~ sentence( IdS,[ D. 
sentence( IdS,EO) ~ 
, . (x-phrase-star(LdS,EO,EO), EO=[]; null), 

verb-phrase(IdS,EO,El),! , 
x-phrase-star(IdS,El,E2) , 
(sentence(IdSCOMP ,E2) , 

{apply(IdS,scomp,IdSCOMP)}; null, EO=[]. 

The program is non-deterministic: when it is called to -fail after 
it has placed the gap's f-structure in the first clause, it backtracks and 
gives all the other possible solutions among the embedded clauses, 
if any. 

S. Conclusions 

The main purpose of the project has been achieved. We have 
demonstrated how an LPG formalism describing Basque can be effi
ciently implemented in Prolog. This provides further' support to both 
the theory and the particular computational choice. The LFG formula 
for Basque is translated into Prolog's' definite clauses in an accurate 
way. The implementation follows straightforwardly from the theory. 

The parser' accepts all the structures for Basque described as gram
matical by the grammar as it currently exists. It encodes grammatical 
functions in a non-configurational way, i.e. not by means of dominance 
and precedence but by case marking on the nominal phrases and, 
complementarily, by verb agreement features. 

The parser accounts for the focus structural position and the 
long ,distance dependencies' related to it. It also deals comfortably 
with periphrastic verbs. 

The parser, produces c- and f-structures of the input sentences, 
which are the two' stage model of syntactic description in LFG. C
structures are context free analyses of the surface structure of a 
sentence. F-structuresare a computation of the grammatical relations 
of the sentence. The lexicon functions as a primary knowledge base 
and makes the parser specially versatile from the computational point 
of view. The parser as it stands now 'is easily extendable. 
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Well-formedness conditions and functional locality are the cons
traints that make LFG embody an off-line parsing algorithm, which 
is desirable for decidability. Wel1~formedness conditions are accounted 
for as follows: 

i) Uniqueness: It is fulfilled by Prolog's unification. 
ii) Completeness: Achieved by the comprehensive relational 

information lexical entries contain in Basque; both nominal and 
verbal entries . 

. iii) Coherence: This condition still needs to be implemented, 
i.e. constraining equations and negative existential constraints need 
to be investigated. .. 

Functional locality is not needed for the moment, since all rules 
implemented so far deal with no more than one feature and no me
chanism to extend them has been employed. 

The grammatical cQverage should be extended. Some of the most 
interesting structures to formalize would be the following: 

i) Negative constructions, in which constituent order inside 
the VP node changes drastically. . 

ii) Relative clauses (and other embedded constructions) where 
the inversion of constituents and long distance dependencies occur. 

iii) The internal configuration of NPs and PPs. 
iv) Stative and adjective phrases. 

These structures have been analysed in the literature within other 
frameworks, and these analyses provide a good grounding for an LPG 
formalization. 

The lexical component needs. to be extended as well. As it now 
stands, it is redundant and clumsy, or in other words, it is too uneco
nomical. Inflectional morphology in the word formation component, 
for dealing with both nomimtl and verbal inflection, and lexical re
dundancy rules to account for alterations on the functional argument 
correspondences need to be investigated. 

Finally, improvements in the Prolog program also need to be made 
to increase its efficiency and user friendliness. The parser however 
proves, so far, to be a suitable base for a future extendable NLP sys
tem dealing with Basque. 
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